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About the Project 

“317 objects will be destroyed, 163 of which are in the process of legalization and will be

disqualified, 123 are with ownership certificates and then for the rest there’s no

information”. - Albanian Ministry for Infrastructure.

to underline a lack of political and cognitive responsibility to the resident - considering housing

only as an object.

May 2018

Project Presentation

November 2018

Project Presentation

Now-days, Sep. 2019

The project is stopped

Astiri 
Neigborhood



OPINION SHAPINGDIRECT ACTION

FIRST DIMENSION: 

Between “Direct Action” and “Opinion Shaping”.

Blocking the city ring every 

Friday for 7 months from 6 to 7 

p.m.

Rioting

Few websites were involved in 

the transmission of the protest.

Massmedia and TV transmitted 

the traffic jam in the protest 

hours, avoiding the reasons 

behind.

On twitter the Prime Minister

Invited the opposition party and 

the inhabitants to get out of the 

way as soon as possible.

After 7 months the opposition 

party accuses the public contract 

as irregular due to the bad 

performace of the building 

enterprise.

The national officer for the public 

investment was dismissed and a 

new project was announced from 

the Ministry.

Civic Arena

Political and Institutional Arena

Social Arena



CO-OPTION MARGINALIZATION

SECOND STRATEGIC DIMENSION, INFLUENCE: 

Between “Co-option” and “Marginalization”.

The citizens involved in the

protest where mostly from the

neigborhood - those under

eviction.
“we defend our home with our live”

After the public accuses  the 

leader of the opposition joins the 

protest, by making his speech 

against the gov.

Members of the opposition who 

joined the protest where arrested 

and freed several times.

Astiri inhabitants protesting in 

the main Tirana Bulevard agains 

the govenmental corruption.

In different occasion some 

inhabitant s has accused the 

incompatibility of the expropiation 

price with the land market price.

Civic and Political Arena

Civic Arena



DIS-ORGANIZED
DECENTRALIZATION

LOCAL 
ORGANIZATION

THIRD STRATEGIC DIMENSION: 

Between “Local Organization” and “Disorganized Decentralization”.

On August 2019, the leader

of the opposition party

signs a self declaration to

the inhabitants.
If the Democratic Party will come

in government the houses will

not be demolished.

Only few activist from the

National Theatre spoke in

solidarity to the inhabiants

of Astiri.

The defence of the National

Theatre is another struggle

against the demolition of the

building.

Civic and Political Arena

Civic Arena



I invite researchers for a joint research on informal 
settlements.

I’m gathering case studies around the world to identify the 
planning theory behind;

•Synoptic planning – exp. see my paper on MRI conference.
F.I.S.I.A assessment as a responsive focused evaluation (R.F.E) 

for the informal urban growth in Albania.
•Advocacy planning 

•Incremental Planning
•Participatory Planning
•Transanctive Planning

•Radical Planning

Email:
artan_kacani@universitetipolis.edu.al

Thank you!



Conclusions

The struggle for the legalization of the informal settlements in Albania is defined by a limited number of decisional
arenas. Civic Arenas, Institutional, Political, and Social arenas are not in synchrony between them due
to the high level of co-option. The political arena is the primary factor of this incoherence among the other arenas.
The first strategic dimension, between ‘Direct Action’ and ‘Opinion Shaping’, showed that the political arena acts as a
civil, without bringing the discussion on the institutional arena, and by using the direct action as
a solution. This decision had its consequences on the opinion level and on the social arena, such as the mass media
and local newspapers. Indeed, many newspapers wrote about the protest as a battle between the Government and
the Opposition Party, neglecting the civic arena.
The second dimension, between Co-option and Marginalization, shows in
more depth the distinction among the civic arena and the political arena. Indeed,
the civic arena is divided between a group which wants to keep their houses and
a group which asks a fair compensation. Only the third group, which is close to the political arena,
which denounces the corruption of the government is mainstreamed and supported.
The third dimension, between the local and decentralized organization, shows the results of the first
two dimensions. Indeed, the co-option of the civil arena with the political gives the
first result: an agreement between the opposition party with the inhabitants. It does not have a juridical weight but
only a political cost since the civil arena wasn't institutionalized in a decision arena. At the end we can assume that
the struggle seems closed to the populist political arena, bypassing the institutional, like the municipal council,
and the technical area, such are NGOs and research institutes.


